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From the founder of Eat Boutique, an exciting, inspiring, and beautiful food-gift guide for crafty
cooks and food-DIY fans.In Food Gift Love, Maggie Battista, a food-gift guru and rising star of
the blog world, celebrates her expertise in and enthusiasm for small-batch, hand-crafted foods.
She features 100 memorable, edible gifts for any occasion with simple, delicious recipes,
detailed wrapping instructions, and stunning photography. There are countless ways to share the
pleasures of food with people you care about—from simple homemade infused salts and sugars
to instant-gratification gifts like fresh ricotta and flavored butters; from jams, pickles, and
vinaigrettes to irresistible cookies, desserts, savories, and spirits that will impress fellow food
fans. There’s helpful information for creating your own Food Gift Love pantry at home as well as
creative guidance on how to wrap food gifts with style. This book will inspire cooks, food-lovers,
and DIY fans to be year-round food gifters.“As warm and gracious as Maggie herself, Food Gift
Love is the handbook for anyone looking for unique and delicious ways to welcome a new
neighbor, comfort a freshly minted mama, or simply tell a friend that you care.”—Marisa
McClellan, author of Preserving by the Pint and Food in Jars“Showcasing edible homemade
gifts such as Roasted Banana Bread, Bourbon-Vanilla Cherries, and Jam-Swirled
Marshmallows, Food Gift Love reaches far beyond what many of us typically think of when we
hear the words ‘homemade gift.’”—Megan Gordon, owner, Marge Granola, and author of Whole-
Grain Mornings“A tasty collection of sweet treats and delicious bites that make perfect gifts.”—
David Lebovitz, author of My Paris Kitchen
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SourcesAcknowledgmentsIndexfood is a giftMy mother is naturally gifted. She can scout out a
fresh batch of candied orange rinds anywhere in my home. She can start a party in the drollest
of rooms with a wink or a nod. She remembers every single birthday and prompts me to send
thank-you notes. And she is the consummate gifter.An exotically beautiful woman from Central
America, my mother fell for an American boy and was determined to be the exemplary American
housewife. She was a mother to her two daughters but also a caretaker to her brother’s three
children for many years. She was quite happy focused on domestic life and found joy in figuring
out how to perfect the minute steak and string bean plate every housewife of that era had to
master, crossing it off some implicit checklist.Ever my biggest fan, my mother urged me to do
well in school; to begin working as soon as I could (at age 14); to go to a good college, get a
good job, and make a good living (whatever “good” meant); to wait as long as possible before
walking down a wedding aisle; and to, eventually, do everything she never could.While still
working a technology career, I began to build a professional life in food, and during my figuring-
things-out phase, I realized her influence from random significant moments in my childhood.I
remembered that my mom became a honeybee on the weekends, attracting everyone to our
cozy house. When she convened with her extended family, she was a star, instructing the
creation of Latin dishes, generating on-the-fly dance parties to old melodies from the record
player, and teaching all of us kids to keep the good times going by chanting in unison no te
vayas (don’t leave) when someone was ready to skip out early on her party. I never understood,
until recently, how much I envied her talents.My mother was also driven to charity and ran food
drives with our local church, collecting extra canned goods wherever, whenever. She maintained
a list of folks in the community who needed the extra food and personally delivered it. With boxes
packed to the brim and one of her daughters reluctantly in tow, my mother would visit each
recipient. Really, visit.Her visits were often long and drawn out: she’d enter their homes, sit down
at the kitchen table, and take a cup of tea. As a little kid, I was restless and felt like we were
imposing by taking anything from someone with so little. But my mother knew this exchange of
hospitality was the most sensitive way to offer what she could: extra food and an empathetic
ear.My mother was marvelous in these moments. She delivered a gift of food and, in the same
instant, delivered a world of love, compassion, and old-fashioned hospitality. I am nowhere near



the person she is, but I keep trying with every gift I package.The recipes in this cookbook
developed through my building a business but also through unknowingly trying to be exactly like
my mother. They’re assembled in chapters from easiest—recipes that you can pull together on
the way to a gathering or made fresh and gifted in moments—to most ambitious—recipes that
require a bit more patience but yield great reward (yes, I mean the spirits). And while you should
give whatever you want at any time of year—because food is almost never an inappropriate gift—
I’ve also suggested uses and gifting occasions within many of the recipes.As you work your way
through the chapters, you’ll discover how natural it is to craft food gifts to store in your Food Gift
Love pantry for whenever the need may arise or to offer for specific occasions to your loved ones
or to the neighbor down the street who just popped in to share tomatoes from her yard. In fact,
gifting food with food is like a double rainbow—transformative and remarkable and entirely too
rare today. Let’s go change that.about eat boutiqueWhile the gifting of boutique food eventually
became a habit for me, my business Eat Boutique did not happen overnight. In fact, it came to
life over many years of writing and living in all sorts of food places.Born as a blog in 2007, Eat
Boutique became my path toward a life in food. A couple years in, I crafted my first gift box of
small-batch food from mom-and-pop-style makers across New England and sold out of it
instantly that holiday season. The moment Eat Boutique was featured in the Wall Street Journal
in 2011, I started shipping food gifts year-round. I also began hosting pop-up retail markets,
gathering makers and their food fans in a single space for shopping, sampling, and a bit of
cheer. In 2013, Eat Boutique won the International Association of Culinary Professionals award
for Best Culinary Brand; it was a significant moment because there I was, reveling in it all,
standing with Alice Waters. When anyone asks at what point it felt like a real business, I joke that
it was probably the moment I cried in front of Alice Waters. But it was likely years earlier when I
had put Eat Boutique on hold to travel regularly to Paris for work.“Boutique” is originally a French
word used when referring to a small shop. I didn’t fully understand its meaning until I lived in the
city of light and enjoyed legendarily good food on-and-off for months at a time, exploring the
delicious nooks and cobblestone crannies of Paris. Coming from the country of big-brand
retailers who use the term “boutique” so liberally, I found Paris to be charming and focused on
small and special in a way that was new to me.Every other day, I picked up a baguette two
blocks from my apartment. I got to know the man who kneaded the dough and timed the baking
in such a way that yeasty aromas drifted down the avenues as the workday ended. I also learned
to savor one super-soft passion-fruit caramel a few times each week, rather than gorge on a bag
of manufactured candy at one sitting as some of us are wont to do.During all those Paris visits, I
sampled at least twenty different types of croissants, from the average Monoprix version to the
richly layered croissants of each neighborhood mom-and-pop-style bakery. I ate artisan French
jam right off a spoon on a fairly regular basis, not able to wait mere moments to get it onto the
toasted baguette. I enjoyed so many culinary pleasures, filing them away in my brain for my
future sourcing.When I returned to the States, I saw food through a hypercritical lens, seeking
out superior fare and talking to food makers and shop owners to understand the vision and



techniques behind what I was putting into my mouth. If I was spending more to buy craft-
intensive food as I had in Paris, I wanted to know the person stirring the big pot of fruit and sugar,
or even tapping forests of maple trees for my weekend pancakes.I also wanted to taste before I
brought anything home. I sampled so many maple syrups until I found the version that resonated
with my palate, my wallet, and my heart. I tasted spoonfuls and spoonfuls of marmalades and
jellies before I found my favorite textures and flavors. On many occasions, I would attempt to
recreate the preserves to verify the ingredients or test certain techniques—and this detail-
oriented process has felt like an unofficial PhD program in tasting. Eat Boutique has grown into a
food-gift blog and business that introduces people to the food products I discover and helps
them make food gifts on their own.I also learned some valuable fundamentals about cooking,
like real caramel is soft not hard. Sweet dishes that are also bitter or tart make the sweet part all
the better. High-proof spirits will preserve the essence of almost anything, and almost anything
can be dipped (and gifted) in chocolate if it’s tempered. And just like time improves relationships
and wine, it also improves flavors.Through it all, I’ve come to treasure the boutique life. I cook
and share meals made on a small-batch, handcrafted scale in my neighborhood and in far-flung
destinations—and that’s how I choose to experience the world. I believe a great meal is worth
driving an extra mile (or thousands) for, especially if the host pops out to say hello or the cook
shares a creative recipe. Boutique makers who cook in small batches produce foods that are
fresh, unique, and special. Eat Boutique has grown into a business that is my expression of love
for the gift of pure food and the people who dedicate their lives to making it.I’ve helped
thousands of regular folks send Food Gift Love all over the country and the world through Eat
Boutique. I’ve also been lucky enough to meet thousands of food makers, and as they share
their craft and vision, they encourage me to want to eat better and cook well. The spirit of a
maker is within you, too, so you know all those things you’ve wanted to make? You should go
make them.about this cookbookWhat Is Food Gift Love?Over the last eight years of building Eat
Boutique and working closely with a community of food makers, chefs, home cooks, and
restaurateurs, my mind was consistently blown by their gifts to me: they’d offer advice, favorite
recipes, a visit to the kitchen to watch a specific technique for rolling pasta, a glass of something
strong from their personal bar, or the simplest of food gifts like a bowl of homemade butter or a
vial of their favorite spice blend. The food gifts were effortless and natural, less about perfection
and more about sharing a little bit of themselves. In those moments, they supplied good old-
fashioned hospitality, educated me, and fostered my love for gifting food.Traditionally, we know
food gifts as a batch of cookies or a jar of marmalade—and there’s nothing wrong with that—but
as my community has shown, there are so many other ways to give gifts of food. Food Gift Love
challenges that classic notion with a variety of foods that nourish, delight, help, and inspire.This
collection of more than 100 recipes tested by more than 80 recipe testers spans all types of
food, from something you might give in the moment, like a fresh batch of lemon-flecked Ricotta
Cheese or a warm loaf of Roasted Banana Bread, to a delicious sweet treat like little cups of
Panna Cotta and Quick Strawberry Jam, all the way to gifts you may make a few weeks in



advance in time for a holiday, like Vin d’Orange (orange-infused wine) or a tart Rhubarb Cordial
—all of them easy to wrap with ribbon and present with a short note.Food Gift Love is about
cooking, wrapping, and gifting pure simple food. It’s about the kindness, support, and love that
goes into sourcing wonderful ingredients, then crafting them into something delicious, and
offering it to a neighbor, family member, colleague, or friend. And, filled with my tips and advice,
this cookbook supplies the skills and encouragement to make food-gifting part of your
lifestyle.The RecipesThe recipes included in Food Gift Love are personal reflections of my
experience as a food-gift business owner combined with my personal food-gifting style. They
range from simple and classic in nature, like a basic way to make butter and some flavor
variations, to very specific and creative in nature, such as kumquats soaked in honey. I’ve
included many traditional recipes with simplified steps and amped up flavor as well as recipes
discovered during my travels and honed over many years of gifting.Recipe TestingFood Gift
Love came to life in no small part due to the amazing team of 80 recipe testers from across
America, Canada, Italy, Germany, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom. They were chosen
from more than 200 applicants to represent a diverse range of skill, from cooking newbies to
home cooks who make fresh food daily, to professional food makers and chefs who consistently
cook for large groups. I wanted to be mindful of all the unique setups that exist from kitchen to
kitchen—the difference in ovens, equipment, available ingredients, and climate—and how they
may affect your personal success. My testing team shared rigorous notes to support my recipe
development, and I hope you’ll enjoy the results in these detailed recipes and your final
dishes.food gift love pantryA Food Gift Love pantry is meant to be a modern kitchen larder, filled
with the basic ingredients to make food gifts; any special equipment required; gift-wrap materials
such as containers, boxes, ribbon, and tape; and the food gifts themselves, ever-ready for
presentation on a moment’s notice. Let’s discuss all of these essentials in greater depth.Kitchen
BasicsIngredientsThese are the basic ingredients to keep on hand in order to create food gifts
on the fly:Baking powderBaking sodaButter, unsaltedCarrotsCeleryChocolate, milk, bittersweet,
semisweet, and darkCocoa powderCoffee beansCornstarchDried fruitEggs, largeExtractsFlour,
all-purposeGarlicHerbs, dried and freshHoneyLemonsMaple syrupOlive oil, extra-virginOnions,
white, redNuts, unsalted, raw, and groundRolled oatsSea salt, fine, coarse, and
flakySeedsSpices, ground and wholeSugar, granulated, confectioners’, dark brown, and light
brownVanilla beansVinegar, apple cider, balsamic, distilled white, and white wineYeast, active
dryYogurt, Greek-style and full-fatEquipmentTo create these food gifts, you’ll use some of the
standard equipment already in your kitchen and also some specialized equipment. I believe you
have the basic equipment available in your kitchen today, and I have not called them out in the
recipes. The special equipment is helpful for specific recipes. Before starting a recipe, look to the
Special Equipment section (if any) to make sure you have what you need on hand.Basic
EquipmentAluminum foilBaking dishes, all sizesBaking sheets, all sizesBlender, standardBowls,
all sizesCooling racksCutting boardsFood processorForks and spoonsGraterKitchen
scissorsKitchen timerKitchen towelsMeasuring cups and spoonsParchment paperPie platePizza



cutterPlastic storage bagsPlastic wrapPlates, all sizesRubber spatulasSharp knivesSilicone pan
linersSlotted spoonsStrainers and sievesTongsVegetable peelerWax paperWhisksWooden
spoonsSpecial EquipmentBottles, all sizes with airtight lidsBread pansCheeseclothCherry
pitterCoffee filtersDouble boilerFunnels, narrow-mouth (for narrow-neck bottles) and wide-mouth
(for jars with wide openings)Glassine bagsGrinder, for coffee beans and
spicesHammerImmersion blenderJars, all sizes with airtight lidsJuicer, handheld or
automaticKitchen scaleMadeleine pan, standard (holds 12 cakes)Microplane zesterMortar and
pestleOyster knifePastry brushPinking shearsResealable, food-grade cellophane (cello)
bagsRulerSqueeze bottlesStand mixerThermometers, candy, chocolateGift-Wrap BasicsHow It
StartedThe gift-wrap parts of a Food Gift Love pantry are always a work in progress and include
all of the tools that help you contain, wrap, tie, mark, decorate, adorn, and transport your food
gifts. The collecting may start with everyday activities, like a stop at the local grocery store that
results in extra rubber bands or a butcher shop visit that leaves you with piles of extra string. For
me, it began with the New York Times.In the days when everyone used to get the daily
newspaper tossed at their front door, I would devour the freshly delivered food section of
Wednesday’s New York Times and save every copy. My mother, ever ready to support any new-
fangled ambition, would scope random coffee shops for my favorite food section. She’d hand
them off to me, no questions asked, as if a secret currency between us. And when the pile finally
got too large to handle, I started wrapping every sort of gift with food-filled newsprint.From there,
it grew. Paper needed tape to stick it in place. A simple knot of twine held it all together, and a
swipe of a pencil addressed my recipient. Paper, pencil, tape, and twine: that’s all it takes.These
four gift-wrap essentials—paper, pencil, tape, and twine—are probably hidden in different parts
of your home today, just waiting to be placed in the same drawer or closet. They can be as
simple or as extravagant as your means allow and, in my case, they really were quite simple at
the start.Paper: Grab a sheet to wrap everything from a warm baguette to a tray of something
delicious. It can be craft paper or white butcher paper, newsprint or parchment paper, waxy or
chalkboard-style paper. I started with newsprint but now keep a bit of everything on hand.Pencil:
I prefer writing with pencils—food gifting is an old-fashioned, enduring art, and I love how pencil
swipes honor the past—but I use the term universally here to include all variety of pencils, pens,
and markers. Eventually, I added in label makers, glitter pens, homemade stamps, and
highlighters, but you don’t really have to. Anything that helps you scribble a personal freehand
note will do just fine.Tape: Plain creamy masking tape has dual purposes: it sticks paper
together (voila!) and becomes an instant label. I found a few rolls of craft-colored masking tape
at my local dollar store years ago, and it does the trick. All those new colorful washi tapes are
extra lovely but are a bit costly, so I use them sparingly for special occasions.Twine: Everyday
garden twine makes a pretty nice bow and white kitchen string is a perfect stand-in when spun
around a jar or package a few extra times. Bakery twine can be colorful and festive, and such a
nice way to fasten a label to a jar. I use the term twine to cover all forms, including string and
ribbon.My closet quickly expanded beyond the basics. Eventually, I moved beyond the printed



word to tissue paper and printing labels, hangtags and yarn, stickers and leftover gift boxes, tape
and twine, rubber bands and clothespins, jars, bottles, ribbons, hand-me-down fabric, markers,
and I’d even stashed away the crinkly paper used to protect items shipped to me from online
shops. A few shelves became a full closet, and without any sort of tactical agenda, no planning
or forethought, only a rising passion for all things food, I had built my own Food Gift Love pantry
—a space that now includes both preserved food and everything needed to make that food
beautifully giftable because, if you keep it all together, you’ll wrap and gift often.Gift-Wrap
SuppliesToday, my Food Gift Love pantry consists of the four food gift-wrapping essentials—
paper, pencil, tape, and twine—and, by extension, most of the following:Paper (items to hold
and wrap gifts)Butcher and craft papers in brown, white, and blackVarious newspapers and
magazinesParchment, wax paper, and cheeseclothStrips of leftover paperTissue paper and gift
wrapMuffin and bread wrappersFabric scraps, napkins, and kitchen towelsGlassine bags, lunch
bags, and food-grade cellophane bagsBoxes, spice tins, tea tins, and old mugsJars, bottles,
jugs, and medicine bottlesBaskets, trays, old drawers, and wooden boxesPencils (items to write
labels and notes for gifts)Classic pencils, colored pencils, and crayonsGlitter pens, fine-tip pens,
and markersMarkers for glassWater color brushes and paintsTape (items to seal and label
gifts)Masking tape in various colorsWashi tapeMailing labels and label makersHang tags and
stickersGlue and glue sticksTwine (items to secure and decorate gifts)Kitchen string and garden
twineRubber bands and thin wireBeads and garland of all sortsEveryday, fancy, and vintage
ribbonOld postcards and travel imagesFamily photos and PolaroidsWine corks and
clothespinsBits of nature: twigs, leaves, branches, and dried flowers/fruitYou may have one
cardboard box, one drawer, or a few shelves in a closet available for your gift-wrap supplies, but
when you have everything in one place, you’ll actually consider using them. After putting it all
together and trying some of the gift wrap in this cookbook, you’ll be so impressed with your own
creative talents that you’ll want to keep every decorated food gift for yourself (but of course, you
won’t).Gift-Wrap StylesEvery container or vessel—whether bag or jar—can become gift-worthy
with very low effort and basic supplies. Here are three easy approaches to take your gift from
simple to sweet or all the way to sophisticated.SimpleSweetSophisticatedDescriptionSeal and
label with tape.Embellish with twine.Add fun with a fancy technique or polish with
decorativepaper.AlternativesGift tags, label embossers, and a simple marker can stand in for
tape.Ribbon or string can stand in for basic twine.Fabric or kitchen linens can stand in for
paper.vesselsBagLabel (with date) on tape and stick on bag.Wrap twine around top of labeled
bag and tie in knot or bow.Fold top of labeled bag over, punch hole and thread twine through
hole; tie in a knot or bow.BottleLabel (with date) on tape and stick on bottle.Wrap twine around
neck of labeled bottle and tie in knot or bow.Wrap labeled bottle in pretty paper either by: (a)
placing bottle in center of paper and gathering sides up toward neck before tying twine around
neck or (b) placing bottle on its side and rolling paper around it before tying twine around neck
and taping bottom.BoxLabel (with date) on tape and stick on box.Wrap twine around labeled box
several times and tie in knot or bow.Wrap labeled box in decorative paper before wrapping twine



around box several times and tying in knot or bow.Bowl or DishSeal bowl with plastic wrap or slip
of paper and a rubber band; label (with date) on tape and stick on bowl.Wrap twine around
sealed, labeled bowl several times and tie in knot or bow.Wrap sealed, labeled bowl in
decorative paper before wrapping twine around bowl several times and tying in knot or
bow.Jar(a) Label (with date) on tape and stick on jar, or (b) slide a rubber band around jar and
slip paper label (with date) between rubber band and jar.Wrap twine around labeled jar and tie in
knot or bow.Wrap labeled jar in decorative paper by placing jar on its side and rolling paper
around it and taping top and bottom in place and then wrap twine around wrapped jar several
times and tie in knot or bow.Gift LabelsLabels for food gifts can be simple if the use is obvious
like a tart or cookies—for example, you just eat those as is. But for food gifts that offer multiple
uses or might be something new and different for your recipient, such as Infused Sea Salts,
Simple Syrups, Ricotta Cheese, or Coffee Rub, be sure to add a brief note sharing what the gift
is and how it might be used. For example, for Ricotta Cheese, I may add a note that says,
“Spread on toast as is, mix with fresh fruit, or fold into homemade Tiramisu.” If needed, add any
notes on perishability such as how long it will keep and the best place to store it, like at room
temperature or in the fridge.How to Choose the Perfect GiftHow do I know what food gift to give?
I like to share more universally loved and classic flavors with folks I don’t know too well,
reserving the more distinct and strong flavor combinations for those with whom I’m more familiar
or who I know will most certainly appreciate them. Follow the easy flowchart on the next page for
my suggestions.how to ship food giftsPerishable ItemsMany of the food gifts in this cookbook
are considered perishable, whether within a few days or a few weeks; prior to shipping, factor in
how long your food gifts will last and mail them accordingly. Here are tips for shipping your food
gifts safely.Lighter ItemsLighter items—like bags filled with spices or boxes filled with popcorn—
need a little padding when shipped via mail. It’s important to fill up the space in the box to hold
the item in place and prevent jostling, which may damage your gift. Wrap lighter items with a
single piece of bubble wrap before placing them in a larger box that’s been lined with cushioned
material like shredded newspaper or grocery store bags. Gently shake your box to see whether
your gift is secure; add more padding if you feel things moving around. Tape your box closed
with 2-inch-wide tape. Mark the outside of the box: “Fragile.”Heavier ItemsHeavier items—like
sealed plastic containers filled with cookies or large boxes filled with granola—are best shipped
via mail with two layers of padding. Wrap heavier items with several pieces of bubble wrap
before placing them in a larger box that’s been lined with several inches of cushioned material
like shredded newspaper or grocery store bags. Gently shake your box to see whether your gift
is secure; add more padding if you feel things moving around. Tape your box closed with 2-inch-
wide tape. Mark the outside of the shipping container: “Fragile.”Glass and Liquid ItemsGlass and
liquid items—like jars of marmalade or bottles of syrup—should be sealed tightly. If you’re
shipping a glass jar or liquid-filled bottle that’s not canned (preserved), add an extra layer of tape
around the entire seal of the lid to hold it in place. Place the jar or bottle in a sealed plastic bag.
Wrap these items with several pieces of bubble wrap before placing them in a larger box that’s



been lined with cushioned material like several inches of shredded newspaper or grocery store
bags. Position the items so that they’re upright, as you would place them on a table, and make
sure there is ample padding between items. Gently shake your box to see whether your gifts are
secure; add more padding if you feel things moving around. Don’t forget to add extra padding
material on top of the items before closing. Tape your box closed with 2-inch-wide tape. Mark the
outside of the box: “Fragile” and “This side up,” to indicate that the box should be handled with
care.Note: There are restrictions for shipping alcoholic beverages by United States Mail; check
regulations before considering sending this kind of gift.Heat-Sensitive ItemsSome of the food
gifts in this cookbook—like the chocolate gifts or dairy-intensive gifts—are heat-sensitive. Do not
ship chocolate gifts during warm seasons or through warm climates without taking extra steps
for preservation during shipping. For example, I do not ship chocolate gifts from May to October
without adding ice packs to the containers, and I send by expedited (typically overnight)
shipping. In addition, I always consider the climate through which my chocolate gift will travel. It
may be cold in Boston and San Francisco but your gift will travel through the middle of the
country, which may be in the middle of a heat wave. Also avoid shipping dairy-based food gifts
like curd, cheese, and butter unless you can guarantee a perfectly chilled climate within the box
for the entire shipping process.10 tips to make you the quintessential food gifterKnow your
recipient: If you don’t know your recipient’s favorite foods and flavors, just ask—she or he will be
flattered you did! The answer will help you choose the perfect recipe to impress and
delight.Master a signature food gift: You have an arsenal of more than 100 recipes within this
cookbook. Make gifting easy by learning and mastering one of them. Memorize the recipe or
make it in large batches, so you can give this personal gift year-round.Embrace imperfection:
Don’t make it perfect, just make it. Food gifts that look homemade will tug at someone’s
heartstrings in a great way. Learn to love crooked bows (or tie knots), your own handwriting, and
crinkled newspaper as gift wrap.Put a label on it: Be sure to label food gifts that go into your
pantry with the name and the date prepared (and, if you like, a date by which to gift it). You’ll
know exactly how long you have to share them.Christmas is in July: If you can, make food gifts
when the harvest is unstoppable during the summer. This requires a little planning, but it’s
especially great for infusing spirits and extracts and making preserves in time for the winter
holidays.Store the gift and wrap together: Place your paper, pencil, tape, and twine in the same
room as your Food Gift Love pantry. Just make space in a drawer or on a small shelf. If it’s all
side-by-side, you’re more likely to make and wrap a food gift.Re-gifting gift wrap is A-OK: Save
old but clean gift wrap and reuse it for new gifts. Making use of old ribbon and paper multiplies
your gift decor options and lengthens their lives before being recycled.Your trash is a treasure:
Before tossing old jars, cups, drawers, or boxes, inspect them to see if they’re gift-worthy. Clean
and add them to your décor collection.Shop your pantry: With a stocked food gift pantry, there’s
no need to hit up a shop for a gift. Review your pantry regularly to use up soon-to-expire foods in
your daily meals and to gift things way in advance of expiration.Host food-gift-making parties:
Turn a holiday get-together into a marmalade-making session or chocolate-dipping feast.



Attendees can contribute food and gift-wrap supplies. Share the expense, the work, and the
bounty.potluck giftsWhen you prepare food for potlucks and get-togethers, you’re gifting food. In
fact, potlucks are my favorite form of Food Gift Love because everyone is sharing a bit of
themselves with each other, hopefully along with some very good wine.Potluck Gift Recipe
ListRecipes perfectly suited to potlucks—either because they’re made for a meal or are sized up
for larger portions—can be found throughout this cookbook and, for quick access, they are all
listed below, too.Amaretto TiramisuCheesy MushroomsChocolate-Coconut PopcornCold-Brew
CoffeeCucumber-Lime PitcherGraham Cracker ToffeeGrainy Mustard DressingIrish CreamJam-
Swirled MarshmallowsKitchen-Sink SaladLemony Bean DipMargarita MixMolasses
CookiesMozzarella, Basil & Quick Tomato JamNectarine-Almond CrispPanna Cotta Cups with
Quick Strawberry JamPeanut Butter BallsPetite PavlovasPico de GalloPizza RollsRoasted
Banana BreadRompopoSalt & Pepper Pita ChipsSmoky Candied PopcornSmoky Chicken
SoupSavory Cheese-Plate Quick BreadSparkling Elderflower PunchSpring MignonetteSpring
PieTomato TartVin d’OrangePotluck Go-To DishesThe following three bonus recipes are stylish,
easy, and have pleased crowds for years.Traveling Cheese TrayCamembert & CalvadosFrench-
Style Baguette SandwichesTraveling Cheese TrayMakes 10 to 16 servings, as an appetizer(2 to
3 ounces per person)Preparation Time: 30 minutesWhen I need a simple crowd pleaser for a
potluck or get-together and I’m on the go, a Traveling Cheese Tray is the only thing that will do.
Everything can be picked up on the way or some of the add-ons can be pulled from my Food Gift
Love pantry as I run out the door to the market for the cheese and then on to the potluck. Be sure
to pull a pretty paper bag, some newspaper, parchment paper, masking tape, and a pen from
your stash to carry all of your goodies, and then assemble when you arrive.To create the perfect
Traveling Cheese Tray, pick one cheese from each of the following:Fresh cheeses are ready-to-
eat creamy cheeses that haven’t been aged. They are typically fresh-tasting, mild, and milky like
goat cheese (nonaged), mozzarella, or ricotta cheese.Soft cheeses have white rinds and are
typically creamy inside. They get creamier as they age and include Brie, feta, Camembert, and
vacherin (a favorite).Hard cheeses are firm, sharp, and aged. When you think hard cheese, think
of Parmesan, Piave, Cheddar, and certain Goudas.Blue cheeses are just that, creamy with
streams of blue moldy veins. My favorite blues are from France (Roquefort), Italy (Gorgonzola),
England (Stilton), and Ireland (Cashel Blue).To add ideal accompaniments to your Traveling
Cheese Tray, pick something from each of the following categories:Sweet: All things salty and
creamy can benefit and even taste better when saddled next to something sweet. Consider a
range of sweets like honey, marmalade or jam, fresh fruit, or even chocolate.Tart: A little
something tart helps to balance the creaminess of all this rich cheese. I like to pick at least one
tart item such as cornichons, pickled vegetables of any kind, marinated red bell peppers, or
even caper berries.Nutty: While nutty items may seem obvious, don’t rule out the unexpected.
This certainly includes all sorts of traditional shelled nuts like walnuts, almonds, and pecans, but
I also think of pistachios, pine nuts, corn nuts, or edible seeds. The last two aren’t really nuts, but
they taste nutty.Ingredients:½ pound fresh cheese (nonaged goat cheese, mozzarella, feta, or



ricotta cheese)½ pound soft cheese (Brie, Camembert, or vacherin)½ pound hard cheese
(Parmesan, Piave, Cheddar, or certain Goudas)½ pound blue cheese (Roquefort, Gorgonzola,
Stilton, or Cashel Blue)¼ cup something sweet (honey, marmalade or jam, fresh fruit, or
chocolate)½ cup something tart (cornichons, pickled vegetables of any kind, marinated red bell
peppers, or even caper berries)½ cup something nutty (walnuts, almonds, pecans, pistachios,
pine nuts, corn nuts, or edible seeds)1 large fresh baguetteSpecial equipment:1 paper bag1
piece newspaper, rolled or foldedParchment paperSmall knives and spoonsSharp knife, for
slicing baguetteOnce you have all of your food ingredients, pile them into your large paper bag
(you’ll need it later) with your styling materials, and take, as is, to your potluck. The cheeses are
best at room temperature, so only include ice packs if you don’t plan to eat the cheese within a
few hours or if it’s a very hot day.Upon arrival at the potluck, find a spot to set up your Traveling
Cheese Tray. Tear your paper bag open along the edges so it will lay flat; place it on your surface.
Unroll and place your newspaper on top of the bag, leaving some of the paper bag exposed. You
may need to fold some of the newspaper to make this work. Repeat this step with the parchment
paper.Unwrap all the cheeses and place them on the parchment paper, leaving a bit of room for
the remaining ingredients. Write the names onto pieces of masking tape and affix the tape next
to each cheese.Open and place your sweet, tart, and nutty accompaniments on the parchment
paper, in between each of the cheeses. Ask your host for some small knives to put next to each
cheese—each cheese should have its own knife. Ask for a few spoons for the accompaniments.
Place the spoons on the parchment or in the ingredients.With a sharp knife provided by your
host, slice the baguette into thin slices and scatter all around the tray. Serve
immediately.Camembert & CalvadosMakes: 3 to 4 servings, as an appetizerPreparation Time:
30 minutesI learned about this gift from my dearest French friend, Lise. It’s a traditional and
spectacular combination of two great Normandy exports: Camembert cheese and Calvados
(apple brandy). It is wonderful to gift to dinner parties because it basically makes itself: just a few
minutes in the oven at your host’s home, a splash of sweet liquor, and piles of bread make
everyone happy.As an alternative to Calvados, try a pear brandy or even a fruity white wine. I like
to dredge baguette slices and endive leaves through the molten cheese, but any food dipper will
do—consider celery, carrots, red bell peppers, or even raw zucchini sticks. Just make sure to
use parchment paper and not wax paper; the wax will melt into the dish and make it
inedible.Ingredients:1 Camembert cheese in a round wood box2 Belgian endive bunches1
baguette, cut into 1-inch pieces2 tablespoons Calvados (apple brandy)Preheat the oven to
400°F. Remove the Camembert from the little round wood box it comes packaged in; retain the
wood base but discard the lid. Slip in a square or round piece of parchment paper (not wax
paper) cut to twice the size of the wood box. Place the Camembert on the parchment in the
wood base. With a sharp knife, make 5 to 6 slits just in the top of the Camembert.Place the wood
box on a baking sheet in the oven. Bake about 12 minutes or until soft and gooey. (If you’re not
sure, insert a spoon into the cheese to check.)Prepare the endive by rinsing well, trimming, and
separating the leaves. Place the endive and baguette slices on a serving platter.Remove the



cheese from the oven and place it, still in its box, on your serving platter. Moments before
serving, pour the Calvados onto the hot cheese. Slice just a few more slits into the top of the
cheese to combine the booze. Enjoy by dipping bread slices and endive into the cheese.Gift
WrapBrown paper bagTwineParchment paperCheeseclothPlace the brandy in a brown paper
bag. Shape the bag against the bottle, twisting the bag opening around the neck of the bottle.
Tie the neck with a piece of twine. Fold a piece of parchment paper to half the width of a
baguette. Roll the baguette in the paper. Tie around the center with a piece of twine. Cut a piece
of cheesecloth to 3 times the width of the cheese. Place the cheese in the center and pull up all
the sides of the cheesecloth. Twist the ends and tie with a piece of twine. Refrigerate the cheese
until ready to gift. Gift as is or in a bag with recipe instructions.French-Style Baguette
SandwichesMakes: 4 servings, as an appetizerPreparation Time: 15 minutesWhen I lived in
Paris, I would eat this sandwich once or twice per week. They’re piled high in bakeries each
morning, ready for the lunch crowd to make them disappear by midday. They’re reliably good,
almost everywhere I tried in Paris. And it will be so good for you, too; however, this recipe
depends on the ingredients. Splurge on high-quality, salted, cultured butter that is richer and
higher in fat. Splurge on an artisanally made salami. And, please, splurge on a real French-style
baguette; bland grocery store loaves just won’t do. Find a baguette with a crunchy exterior and a
soft chewy center. If cornichons aren’t your thing, any sour pickle will do well. You can also try
Minty Pickles, which add a sweeter taste to the final sandwich.For potlucks or parties, I serve
several of these sandwiches sliced up into 2-inch pieces. You can decorate by skewering each
piece with a toothpick and a pickled onion or an extra cornichon.Ingredients:1 (8-inch) French-
style baguette (about 2 inches wide)2 tablespoons salted European-style (cultured) butter,
softened8 to 10 cornichons (small pickled gherkins), sliced in half lengthwise5 to 6 thin slices
artisan salami or hamPinch of fine sea saltSlice the baguette in half horizontally. Spread the
butter on both halves of the baguette. Place the cornichons at an angle on the baguette and
layer the salami on one half. Sprinkle a pinch of salt over the salami. Top with the other baguette
half. This is best enjoyed on the day it’s made.
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Ginger Thorton, “Great cookbook, hardcover binding problematic. Just a fantastic "cookbook."
So many wonderful ideas for gifts. Hospitality in the go. My favorite part was the original
wrapping ideas. I have a feeling I might have to buy a copy and spend the next couple years
making my way through.One small criticism of the actual product, not the content. I first had
checked this out from the library, and decided I wanted to purchase a copy. Once I got mine from
Amazon, I noticed the recipes were very close to the binding. Since this is a hardcover
cookbook, that makes it rather hard to use since the words are quite close to the crease. I still
had the copy I had check out from the library, so I compared the two, and the library's copy is
nowhere near this close. I wish the printer had a bit more consistency, as this does affect my
enjoyment of viewing the recipes.”

VegGirl, “Beautiful, Practical and Fun.. This book is GORGEOUS! If you're the type to buy
cookbooks as eye candy, then this is for you. I also think the ideas are brilliant and even though
some of the segmenting seems a little arbitrary (Why are preserved lemons for a happy
occasion while salty maple butter is for a sad one?) and some recipes that are supposed to be
gifts say they're to be consumed fresh from the oven (they also have instructions of reheating
them if you need to, so that's not a real quibble), I unequivocally recommend this book.The
recipes seem solid so far, but I'll be making more as we head into the gift season. The "extras"
are fun and include flow charts, collections, and beautiful packaging ideas. This definitely isn't
one that will sit on the shelf unused.”

Robyn Taylor, “This book is a great gift to yourself!. This is one of the best books I have in my
cook book collection. The recipes are delicious and the instructions are easy to follow - I enjoy
curling up with this book and reading through the recipes, stories and deciding what to create
next! I think this book is way under-rated and I believe this book would be a great gift in itself! I
can't wait for her to write a volume 2! I assure you, you will enjoy reading this book as much as
you will preparing recipes from its' pages! I have the Kindle version so I can always take it with
me wherever I go.....it's quite a little treasure!”

LINDA OSHEA, “Love this book!. This is exactly what I was looking for. For quite some time I
have baked goodies and given as gifts (think cookies, etc), but I wanted to add something
different to my gift giving. So I went looking for a book that would have easy to make alternatives
to the traditional baked goods and found this book. It is very well organized, easy to customize
and understand. Hopefully my cookie loving family and friends will enjoy my adventures in food
gifts!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Cookbook. Absolutely love this book! I love to read cook books that tell a
store and this one does. The pictures and the recipes make me want to make it all!”



Librarians Rule, “You'll never be at a loss for a gift again.... I gave quite a few handmade,
homemade Christmas gifts this year, and this book really helped me create some unique and
special items. The graham cracker toffee and peanut butter balls were huge hits, and so easy to
make. This is a book I know I'll use over and over again. A variety of recipes and personal
observations make this book not only practical, but enjoyable to read, as well.”

Leonardo da Vinci, “Budget-friendly gifts.. The gamut of gifts is wide and each is easy to make.A
definite 'must' for the creative and budget conscious gift-giver.”

Kathleen Moon, “Helpful. This book has been helpful for me in my gift giving. The recipe's and
great, ideas are fun and makes my preparation easy and fun!”

The book by Maggie Battista has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 110 people have provided feedback.
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